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Pickup work vs. Brocade 
 

 Pickup      Brocade 

 Manipulates  Warp threads   Manipulates Weft threads 

 Parallel to Warp        Parallel to Weft (or other) 

 Reversible design (front & back)     One sided design (front only) 

 Floating threads front/back   Floating threads for pattern only 

 Inkle weaving only    Tablet or Inkle weaving 

 

 

Pickup work 

Basics 
Warp threads are brought up – thus not locked down – float on top 

 Warp threads are often exchanged with each other, giving a reversible pattern 

 If not exchanged (both stay on top), it gives a 3D pattern 

o This looks really good with all warp threads the same color 

 

Pattern threads often are: 

 Non heddle threads 

 Heaver than the background threads 

 Warped 2 to 1 (see Basketweave / Diamond Pattern) 

 

Bar pattern 
Bar pattern warp – Alternate colors 1 and 1       (X=color #1, 0=color #2) 

X X X X X X X X X X 

0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 

 

 Lends itself to zigzag, and chain patterns 

 Background is bars  

 

Diamond / Basketweave Pattern 
 

                            Diamond pattern warp – Alternate colors 2 then 1     (X=color #1, 0=color #2) 

0 0 X 0 0 X 0 0 X 0 

X 0 0 X 0 0 X 0 0 X  

 

 Lends itself to angles 

 Determine which color to pick up each time 

o Suppress color as desired 

 No long floats !!! 

 

 

Unheddled 

Heddled 

Unheddled 

Heddled 
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Brocade 
 

Basics 

 
Brocading is done with one or more supplemental weft thread(s). The brocade thread sits on top of the 

warp threads, forming patterns on top of the weave. The brocade threads sit inside the weaving between 

the warp sheds when not in use. 

 

Multiple brocade shuttles can be used, either supplying multicolor patterns, or multiple (side by side) 

individual patterns on the weave. 

 

All My Wefts 
 

The normal or “binding” weft thread is worked as usual. Crossing completely between the sheds of the 

weaving on each pass. It should be the same thread as the warped border. 

 

The brocade or “supplemental” weft thread(s) alternate from between the sheds with the binder weft, 

and above the warp threads. They do not necessarily go all the way back and forth between the 

selvedges on each pass. 

 

Yarn 

 
The brocade yarn is usually a softer, fluffier yarn than the warp. This allows the brocade threads to 

compress when in hiding, and fluff out to cover the warp when on top of the weaving. 

 

A hard brocade yarn can also be used, to provide a more disjointed pattern. 

 

 

Turning the Weft 
 

Brocade wefts can be brought out to the selvage each pass, showing the brocade yarn on the sides of the 

work. 

 

Or the brocade yarn turns can be hidden by plunging the shuttle completely through the threads at the 

point of turning. This leaves stranded threads at the back of the work, but brocading generally is worked 

with a right side and wrong side, so this is an ideal way to prevent the color from showing at the 

selvages. 

 

Brocading is traditionally worked horizontally to the warp (the same orientation as the weft thread). But 

once brought to the top of the weaving, the brocade thread(s) can float until they are returned to hiding 

some rows later. This allows for diagonal or vertical brocading. 
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